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Abstract—The Bring-Your-Own-Handheld-device (BYOH)
phenomenon continues to make inroads as more people bring
their own handheld devices to work or school. While convenient to
device owners, this trend presents novel management challenges
to network administrators. Prior efforts only focused on studying
either the comparative characterization of aggregate network
traffic between BYOHs and non-BYOHs or network performance
issues, such as TCP and download times or mobility issues.
We identify one critical question that network administrators
need to answer: how do these BYOHs behave individually? In
response, we design and deploy B ROFILER, a behavior-aware
profiling framework that improves visibility into the management
of BYOHs. The contributions of our work are two-fold. First,
we present B ROFILER, a time-aware device-centric approach for
grouping devices into intuitive behavioral groups. Second, we
conduct an extensive study of BYOHs using our approach with
real data collected over a year, and highlight several novel insights
on the behavior of BYOHs. These observations underscore the
importance of that BYOHs need to be managed explicitly as they
behave in unique and unexpected ways.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Smartphones and tablets are becoming ubiquitous in companies and universities. These devices are used more and more
to complement, or even replace, desktops and laptops for
computational needs: Gartner market research indicates that in
the second quarter of 2013 worldwide PC shipments declined
by 10.9%, while smartphone sales grew by 46.5% [13], [14];
hence the Bring Your Own Handheld-device (BYOH) practice
is going to increase. We use the term BYOH to describe
only smartphones and tablets, in accordance with the National
Institute of Standards and Technology’s definition [29]. In
other words, we consider a device as BYOH if it runs a mobile
OS, such as Android, iOS, or BlackBerry OS.
We argue that BYOHs deserve to be studied as a new
breed of devices. First, every time a new technology or a
new killer app emerges, IT departments must re-evaluate the
way they manage their networks. Network administrators must
understand the behavior of BYOHs in order to manage them
effectively. Second, it is clear that BYOHs introduce different
technologies and user behaviors: (a) BYOHs join and leave
the network frequently, (b) their form factor enables novel
uses compared to desktops and laptops, (c) they run different
operating systems compared to other computing devices, and
(d) most importantly, the apps that can run on them introduce
a slew of management challenges [6], [10], [19], [37], [38].
The problem we address here is: how do these BYOHs
behave individually? Given our interest in the network administrator’s point of view, we have consulted with administrators
of two different large networks, and our study has been largely

shaped by their concerns and feedback. Both administrators
admitted that there is a great need to better understand what
BYOHs do, in order to devise better policies to manage them.
Most prior efforts have focused on studying either the
comparative characterization of aggregate network traffic between BYOHs and non-BYOHs, or performance and network protocol issues, such as TCP and download times or
mobility issues [4], [5], [12], [15], [16], [28], [34], [36].
How individual BYOH behaves has not been studied yet.
In addition, existing approaches for managing traffic assume
certain software installations on devices or embed tracking
libraries in enterprise architectures. However, in practice, network administrators usually have no control over the software
running on BYOHs, which results that we do not have deep
visibility into BYOHs. This makes it difficult to control the
behavior of these devices [10]. To the best of our knowledge,
no prior work has focused on understanding individual BYOH
behavior in campus networks, with a view towards managing
and provisioning network resources. We discuss related work
in Section V.
In this paper, we propose B ROFILER (BYOH profiler), a
systematic approach to profiling the behavior of BYOHs in a
device-centric way. In addition, we arguably provide the first
multi-dimensional study on the behavior of BYOHs from a
network administrator’s point of view. Our contributions are
twofold: (a) we describe B ROFILER, a time-aware devicecentric approach for grouping BYOHs into intuitive behavioral
groups, and a hierarchical framework for profiling individual
user behavior based on multiple dimensions, (b) we conduct
an extensive profiling study to understand BYOH behavior and
show that our framework can provide useful insights. We use
real network traces from a large campus: device access logs
collected over the entire year, involving 22,702 BYOHs, and
traffic data logs during the month of May involving 6,482
BYOHs.
A key advantage of our approach is that it is easy to deploy
as shown in Figure 1: it learns BYOH behavior on-the-fly,
and it does not require software installed on the device or
device registration. Further, we argue that the intuitive profiles
of B ROFILER can help administrators: (a) form a conceptual
view of what their BYOH user-base does, (b) help them
troubleshoot issues by providing meaningful groups of users,
and (c) provide an informed starting point for establishing
reasonable and effective policies.
Our major contributions are highlighted below:
a. The B ROFILER approach. We present B ROFILER and
describe how it can form the foundation of an effective
BYOH profiling system (Section III). B ROFILER analyzes and

Device Type
BYOHs
Android
iOS
BlackBerry OS
non-BYOHs
TABLE I.

Count
22,702
10,756
11,328
618
29,861

Percentage
43.2%
47.4%
50%
2.6%
56.8%

Traffic Management
Network
Traffic

D ISTRIBUTION OF DEVICES IN DATASET DHCP-366.

Policy Enforcement

Policies

Monitor and Profiling

Profiles

SysAdmin

profiles BYOHs across multiple dimensions, and we show
how it can help us identify groups of users with interesting
behaviors. For example, nearly half of the BYOHs are “mobile
zombies”, which acquire IP addresses without transferring any
data over the campus network because they cannot advance
past a captive portal. This behavior wastes resources, because
zombies claim an address and possibly hit the captive portal
log-in page, but never successfully log-in. Furthermore, a
group of more than 32% of these mobile zombies (discussed in
Section IV-D) appear only one day in the month of observation,
which indicates ephemeral visitors with no impact on the
network other than occupying an IP address; we refer to these
as vagabonds.
b. An extensive profiling study. Using our approach,
we conduct an extensive profiling study using real traces
(in Section IV). We identify many unexpected behaviors and
interesting groups of users. For example, we find that 68%
of BYOHs do not conform to DHCP protocol specifications
(reportedly due to a software bug [1]). Among the BYOHs
that produce traffic, 94% of them generate less than 100MB
in a month. At the same time, only 6% of BYOHs generate
82% of the total BYOH traffic.
II.

DATASETS AND I NITIAL S TATISTICS

Our study is based on two datasets collected at a monitoring
point inside a large, educational, campus network. One dataset,
denoted DHCP-366,1 consists of the campus WLAN’s yearlong DHCP logs from January to December. Another dataset
(denoted as Traffic-May) is network flow-level traffic for
BYOHs during the month of May, which is obtained as
follows. First, WLAN traffic is filtered by the WLAN IP
address pool. We then identified those IP addresses associated
with BYOHs from DHCP logs during the month May (we use
DHCP-May to denote the DHCP logs from the month May).
For each BYOH, we use the mapping between its IP addresses
and MAC address to identify the network traffic flows associated with the device in the flow-level traffic dataset. In total,
our year-long DHCP dataset (DHCP-366) comprises 22,702
BYOHs and 29,861 non-BYOHs. The month-long BYOHs’
traffic dataset (Traffic-May) comprises 6,482 BYOHs.
BYOH vs. non-BYOH. We identified BYOHs by examining the device’s operating system keywords and MAC
address as captured by the DHCP log file. First, we extracted
each device’s manufacturer; the MAC address contains an
OUI (Organizationally Unique Identifier) which identifies the
manufacturer [18]. Next, we use the operating system and
manufacturer information to distinguish between BYOH and
non-BYOHs. We identify BYOHs based on keywords (e.g.,
Android, iPad, iPhone, or BlackBerry) in their operating system name [17], [18]. Table I shows the number of devices
1 The

366 stands for the days of a leap year.
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Fig. 1.

Deployment of B ROFILER.

in each category in the dataset DHCP-366. Note that BYOHs
represent 43.2% of WLAN-using devices during one year, thus
constituting a significant presence on the campus network.
Mobile platforms. We observe three mobile platforms in
our DHCP-366 dataset: Android, iOS, and BlackBerry. As
expected, Android and iOS are dominant and together, they
account for roughly 97.4% of BYOHs.
III.

B ROFILER : S YSTEMATIC P ROFILING

We propose a systematic approach to profile BYOHs
based on their behavioral patterns. The goal is to develop
a classification that is: intuitive and useful, so that network
administrators can monitor, manage, and reason about groups
of BYOHs. Our framework focuses on profiling user behavior
based on multiple dimensions such as frequency of appearance,
data usage, and IP requests.
We first present our classification approach using three
dimensions, and then we combine multiple dimensions.
a. Data plane. In this dimension, we profile devices based
on the traffic that they generate. Clearly, there are many
different aspects and properties of traffic; in this work, we
focus on traffic intensity. First, we determine whether the
BYOH has any network traffic. Note that we define network
traffic as the traffic that goes over the institution’s network,
not over the mobile wireless carrier.
We define two categories of BYOHs: (a) Zero traffic
BYOHs or mobile zombies, that do not generate any network
traffic, and (b) Non-zero traffic BYOHs, that generate traffic.
Later, we show how we further study traffic behavior based
on traffic intensity. In our dataset, there are 3,040 zero traffic
BYOHs and 3,442 non-zero traffic BYOHs. We present the
details in Section IV-B.
b. Temporal behavior. In this dimension, we profile
devices based on temporal behavior, focusing on device appearance frequency on the campus network. A human-centric
way to define frequency is by counting how many distinct
weeks the device appeared on campus. The intuition is that
regular employees and diligent people appear every week

on the campus network. Clearly, profiling criteria depend on
the context and nature of the network, e.g., campus versus
enterprise or a government network. Here, we use the datasets
DHCP-May and Traffic-May. Note that the month May
began on a Monday and spanned five weeks, labeled as
follows: Week 1 (May 1 to May 5), Week 2 (May 6 to May
12), Week 3 (May 13 to May 19), Week 4 (May 20 to May
26), and Week 5 (May 27 to May 31).
We define the following terms. If a BYOH appears in at
least four of the five weeks, we label it as REG (short for
regular). Otherwise, we label the BYOH as NRE (short for
non-regular). This applies to both zero and non-zero traffic
BYOHs. We present the details in Section IV-C.
c. Protocol and Control plane. This dimension captures
the operational properties of every BYOH. There are many
interesting aspects such as the OS it runs, whether it conforms
to protocol specifications, and whether it could pose security
concerns, e.g., using encryption. In this work, we mostly focus
on: (a) the behavior of the BYOH from a DHCP point of view,
i.e., how it behaves in terms of acquiring an IP address, and (b)
the use of encryption in terms of HTTPS. We present details
in Section IV-A.
d. Multi-dimensional grouping using the H-M-L model.
We propose a profiling framework using an H-M-L model,
which groups devices based on intensity measures across
different dimensions using three levels per dimension: H
(High), M (Medium), and L (Low). Though we could use a
different number of levels, we have opted for a three-level
model because (a) it is more intuitive and thus easier to use,
and (b) three levels are statistically suitable for capturing
the distribution of the users on the dimensions of interest.
Specifically, we used the X-means clustering algorithm [8] on
our data to identify the three clusters and derive the thresholds,
which correspond to our levels.
Flexibility and customizability. The main point here is
to provide an initial framework and showcase its usefulness.
Clearly, our framework can be customized and extended. Note
that one could consider different or multiple metrics from each
dimension and appropriately define thresholds for defining the
H-M-L levels. The selection of metrics and thresholds could
be dictated by: (a) what the network administrator wants to
identify, and (b) the nature of the traffic under scrutiny. For
example, in a military setting, devices could be expected to be
present every day and a single unjustified absence could be a
cause for concern.
The value of an intuitive model. The rationale behind our
H-M-L model is that, often, relative and contextualized metrics
are more useful than raw performance numbers, depending on
the task at hand. For example, reporting that a user generates
100MB of data in a month is more precise, but arguably
less useful than knowing that a user belongs to the network’s
heavy-hitters. We argue that an intuitive model can help
administrators form a conceptual picture and then dive deeper
into more fine-grained and quantitative analysis, as needed.
A. The Utility of our Approach
To showcase how B ROFILER helps us identify interesting
groups of users, we use two dimensions: days of appearance

All Users
6,482
Zero Traffic
3,040
REG
799

NRE
2,241

Non-Zero Traffic
3,442
REG
2,097

NRE
1,345

Fig. 2.
A visualization of B ROFILER’s classification hierarchy: group
designation and number of BYOHs in each group. We use the H-M-L model
to further refine the leaves of the tree.

and daily average traffic. Days of appearance is the number of
days that each BYOH shows up in the campus network. Daily
average traffic is the ratio of total traffic per BYOH during
one month over the number of days it shows up. We argue
that the metrics and dimensions defined above are sufficient
to give interesting results, and help administrators improve or
devise new policies.
The classification (groups and number of devices in each
group) is shown in Figure 2. We further profile the REG
and NRE group devices with the H-M-L model. We present
a more detailed discussion and related plots that lead to the
observations below in Section IV. Note that we use data from
the month of May, where we have both DHCP, DHCP-May,
and traffic information, Traffic-May. We now turn to
presenting some of the findings enabled by B ROFILER.
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

In the Traffic-May dataset, nearly half of the
BYOHs are mobile zombies, which we define as
BYOHs that hold IP addresses without transferring
any data through the campus network. Note that the
data transferred while interacting with the captive
portal does not count; rather we mean no data is
transferred after the captive portal exchange.
We find that 23% of the BYOHs in Traffic-May
are vagabonds, a term we use to refer to BYOHs that
appear only one day during that month. Vagabonds
is a sub-category of non-regular BYOHs, that we
defined earlier.
We found that 3% of non-zero traffic BYOHs show
low frequency of appearance and high traffic (denoted
as LH), which is an uncommon behavior. We investigated this further and found the cause to be the use
of video and streaming.
26% of the mobile zombies appear frequently, each
for more than 10 days in a month. This group
unnecessarily and repeatedly occupies IP addresses,
and should be managed accordingly.
We identify a group with high frequency of appearance during the month and low traffic (denoted as HL
in our H-M-L classification), which accounts for 4%
of non-zero traffic BYOHs.
IV.

S TUDYING AND P ROFILING BYOH S

We use B ROFILER as a starting point towards a long-term
study on real BYOH traces. We show how B ROFILER can help
us profile and classify BYOHs, and reveal performance and
network management issues. The goal here is to highlight both

the usefulness of our approach, and interesting observations on
BYOH behaviors. Even for the rather expected behaviors, such
as diurnal pattern and bimodal usage, this is arguably the first
study to quantify these behaviors for BYOHs in a systematic
and comprehensive way.
Summary of observations. We highlight our results
grouped by the four dimensions of our approach.
a. Protocol and Control Plane.
1)
2)
3)

68% of BYOHs misbehave, by not conforming to the
DHCP protocol specifications.
80.6% of the IP lease requests by BYOHs are nonconforming.
Most of the web data of BYOHs is not encrypted:
less than 15% of web traffic uses HTTPS.

b. Data Plane.
1)

2)

3)

Of the BYOHs that produce traffic, 94% generate
network traffic of less than 100MB (in a month).
However, just 6% of BYOHs generate 82.1% of total
BYOHs’ traffic.
Data generation is very bursty, with 70% of BYOHs
generating half of their monthly traffic in just one day.
Surprisingly, 28.8% of BYOHs are active (sending or
receiving traffic) only one day during the month.
42% of BYOHs talk to internal (campus) servers.

c. Temporal Behavior.
1)
2)
3)
4)

BYOHs’ patterns of appearance on the network follow weekly and daily patterns.
Intra-day behaviors of BYOHs are anthropocentric.
55% of BYOHs are NRE devices while 45% of
devices are REG devices.
Over 23% of the BYOHs are vagabonds that appear
on only one day.

d. Multi-level profiling. The key results were listed in
Section III-A.
A. Protocol and Control Plane
There are many interesting aspects in this dimension. Here,
we focus on the DHCP operations of BYOHs and the use of
encryption.
Non-conforming IP Lease Requests: We examine the
DHCP operations between BYOHs and DHCP servers. We
find that 68% of BYOHs issue unnecessary IP lease requests;
this behavior is largely limited to BYOHs. We define a
non-conforming IP lease request as an IP lease request
sent by a device which already has an IP address from an
earlier, unexpired lease. Note that this process begins with
DHCPDISCOVER and it is not the regular IP lease renewal
process via DHCPREQUEST. In other words, clients behave
as if the IP acquisition process has failed, and they go
back to the initial IP discovery phase, as indicated by the
DHCPDISCOVER message.
Roughly 80% of IP requests issued by BYOHs are
non-conforming. This erratic behavior significantly increases DHCP server workload and overloads the networks’
DHCP service. In contrast, we find that non-BYOHs never

Amazon
Facebook
MSN
internal web-servers
Google
TABLE II.

17.95%
13.3%
13.3%
13.2%
11.36%

T OP 5 HTTPS DOMAINS IN OUR DATA BY PERCENTAGE OF
HTTPS TRAFFIC .

issue such requests. Recent anecdotal evidence suggests that
software bugs (acknowledged by Google [1]) in BYOHs are
responsible for this misbehavior and argues that this erratic
behavior is not due to the events of disconnection, reconnection and roaming [1].This observation suggests that network
administrators should monitor and diagnose protocol operation
behaviors from BYOHs in order to detect malfunctioning
devices.
Given the observation above, a question arises naturally:
Are BYOHs making more IP requests because of shorter IP
lease times? We show that this is not the case. BYOHs
issue more IP lease requests, although they have longer lease
times compared to non-BYOHs. We identify lease times by
analyzing the DHCPOFFER and DHCPACK messages, which
contain a variety of lease parameters, including IP address
lease time. We compute the average IP lease for both types of
devices and find that the average IP lease time of non-BYOHs
is 28 minutes, whereas that of BYOHs is 2.6 hours. This rules
out a short lease time as the cause for the large number of IP
lease requests from BYOHs.
Encrypted Traffic: Our study confirms that HTTP traffic dominates BYOH traffic [4], [36]. However, we observe
diverse HTTPS/HTTP ratios across BYOHs. We find that
roughly 24% of BYOHs have network traffic in which the
fraction of traffic that uses HTTPS is over 50%. Surprisingly,
some BYOHs have 100% HTTPS traffic. We further investigate
the HTTPS domains that BYOHs talk to (Table II). We see
that most of the HTTPS traffic is from popular online service
providers. This is natural, as traffic to these providers is
privacy-sensitive. For example, Amazon provides shopping and
cloud services, and maintains personal or business transaction
information. Facebook, the popular social networking service,
contains private content, such as personal messages and photos.
We see that web servers internal to the campus are among
the top five web servers in terms of HTTPS traffic volume,
with 13.2% of the total HTTPS traffic; these correspond to
secure enterprise services, such as financial services, employee
credentials, and email. Though we find the percentage of
HTTPS traffic to be small, it is not clear that the presence
of unencrypted HTTP traffic is necessarily a security risk.
To verify this, we need to do an in-depth analysis of the
unencrypted traffic, which we could not perform with our
current data trace (lack of access to HTTP headers or payload
data).
B. Data plane
In this dimension, we focus on the traffic behavior of
BYOHs. We first profile and classify the BYOHs by looking
at the traffic volume generated by each BYOH, then further
look at the traffic dynamics, and whether these BYOHs talk
to internal servers and malicious sites.
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Fig. 4. Ratio of maximum daily traffic volume over total monthly traffic for
each device.

Traffic Volume: In Figure 3, we plot the distribution of
traffic volume across BYOHs, over the entire month. The
distribution is highly skewed as roughly 94% of BYOHs
generate less than 100MB during the month. The traffic volume
per BYOH varies significantly across BYOHs, e.g., traffic
volume ranges from as little as 72 bytes to as large as 2.5GB.
In fact, we find that 6% of BYOHs generate 82.1% of the
total traffic from BYOHs. This strongly indicates that a small
fraction of BYOHs consumed most of the network bandwidth,
hence classifying such groups of users and prioritizing network
resources accordingly are desirable.
Traffic Dynamics: A natural question to ask is whether
the traffic behavior is consistent day to day. We find that it
is not. In Figure 4, we plot the CDF of the ratio between the
maximum daily traffic over the total volume of the BYOH
for the month. If the traffic was equally distributed among the
days of the month, then the maximum daily traffic over the
total monthly volume would be around 3.33% (100% divided
by 30 days), hence the CDF would rise abruptly around the
3.33 point on the x-axis. Instead, we see that more than
70% of BYOHs consume half of their total monthly traffic
in a single day (x = 50, y = 0.3). Surprisingly, 28.8%
of BYOHs are active (sending or receiving traffic) only one
day in the entire month. The above observations are helpful
guidelines for managing and provisioning the network. At a
high level, the observations suggest that traffic volumes: (a)

Talking to internal servers and malicious sites. We found
that 42% of BYOHs talk to internal servers (i.e., servers within
the campus network) and 58% talk only to outside servers.
We also examine the traffic sources to see if any BYOHs are
connecting to blacklisted websites and IPs—we found no such
devices. Overall, understanding the typical behavior of users
could provide profiles and patterns that could help identify
outliers and surprising behaviors.
C. Temporal behavior
We now study the temporal behavior of BYOHs.
Weekly and Daily Patterns: Our study indicates that
BYOHs’ patterns of appearance on the network follow weekly
and daily patterns. Our daily observations along the entire
month indicate that the number of BYOHs exhibits weekly
periodicity: the number of devices increases on Monday,
reaches its peak point on Tuesday and Thursday, and then
decreases from Friday to Sunday. By considering these weekly
and daily patterns, network operators have an opportunity to
provision and use network resources more efficiently.
Intra-Day Behavior: To manage traffic on a per-hour
basis, we need to understand the intra-day behavior of BYOHs.
In Figure 5, we plot the number of active devices at each
hour of the day. We observe that the number of active BYOHs
(sending or receiving traffic) is low before 6 a.m. After 6 a.m.,
the number of active BYOHs increases and reaches a peak
point during 11 a.m.–1 p.m. After 1 p.m., the number of active
BYOHs decreases steadily until 11 p.m.
We further examine for how long devices are present during
a day to enable a more “anthropocentric” analysis. Based on
this observed behavior, which was consistent with other days,
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Avg. # IP requests
66.8
95.7
21.7
34.3
84.1
16.6

AVERAGE IP REQUESTS PER BYOH FOR EACH GROUP.

we define four distinct time regions during a day: Night (12
a.m.–6 a.m.), Morning (6 a.m.–12 p.m.), Afternoon (12
p.m.–6 p.m.), and Evening (6 p.m.–12 a.m.). In Table III, we
show how many time regions devices appear in. We can see
that most devices appear in 1 or 2 time regions, with 3 time regions being rare and 4 time regions uncommon. We further find
that among the 1-time-region devices, Afternoon is the most
popular. Among all devices that appear on two time regions,
most devices appear during Morning and Afternoon, as
expected. Note that while this behavior is unsurprising, we are
the first to quantify these aspects.
Regularity of appearance: For every BYOH, we determine whether it appears regularly on campus. A human-centric
way to define frequency is by counting how many distinct
weeks the BYOH has appeared on the network—the intuition is
that regular employees appear every week. This social behavior
could allow us to estimate which group of devices are used
by regular employees, and which group of devices are used
by visitors, part-time contractors, and vagabonds. Recall that
we classify BYOHs into REG and NRE, as discussed earlier in
Section III. We apply this classification to both BYOHs with
zero and non-zero traffic, and identify 2,896 REG BYOHs and
3,586 NRE BYOHs.
Vagabonds: In Figure 6, we see that over 23% of the
BYOHs are vagabonds that appear only one day. Furthermore,
32% of mobile zombies (Zero-traffic BYOHs, see definition
in Section IV-D), i.e., more than 1,000 BYOHs, belong to this
group. Identifying this group could prompt several actions at
the operational level. First, we could manage them separately,
as they may not be employees. Second, we may want to give
them short IP leases, until they prove that they actually need
them for sending data.
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D. Multi-level profiling and H-M-L model
We find that nearly half of the BYOHs are mobile zombies.
The mobile zombie behavior can have significant implications
for management purposes. First and foremost, this behavior
is potentially problematic as IP addresses are often a limited
resource. As a result, there is a need to allocate IPs in a more
efficient way, for example, by not allocating IPs to known
zombie devices. Second, it is a useful observation in estimating
the required bandwidth for a group of BYOHs and defining
user profiles. We highlight how our profiling method helps us
identify interesting groups of BYOHs.
Days of appearance of both Zero Traffic and Nonzero Traffic BYOHs: We present the distribution of devices
by number of days of appearance in Figure 6. We can see
that most of the zero traffic BYOHs appear on few days,
typically one or two. Furthermore, in Figure 7, we plot the
number of non-zero and zero traffic BYOHs that appear on
each calendar day. We observe that both non-zero traffic and
zero traffic BYOHs have similar distributions in terms of days
of appearance within a month, although there are fewer zero
traffic BYOHs.
Intrigued, we investigated further and found that zerotraffic BYOHs that appear on only one day have a similar
distribution across different weeks during the month. In other
words, there is a fairly consistent presence of vagabond devices
on a daily basis. In Table IV, we show the average number of
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IP requests for each group (for the month of May). Non-zero
traffic BYOHs have a higher intensity of IP requests than zero
traffic BYOHs, as expected. In fact, non-zero traffic BYOHs
place, on average, twice as many IP requests as zero traffic
BYOHs. Such an observation can help administrators estimate
the number of DHCP requests, which indicates a potential use
of our device-centric profiling techniques.
Given this difference, we investigated whether there is
a correlation between traffic volume and IP lease time. In
Figure 8, we show the distribution of IP lease times for
non-zero traffic and zero traffic BYOHs. The durations of IP
lease time between zero traffic and non-zero traffic BYOHs
are similar, which shows that a single IP allocation strategy
is being used across all devices. This is an inefficient use
of scarce IP resources, and a differential group-based IP
allocation is necessary.
Regularity of Non-zero Traffic BYOHs: We now proceed
to further profile non-zero traffic BYOHs in more detail, in
a way that will help us define the thresholds for our HM-L model. We focus this analysis on non-zero BYOHs to
understand how device traffic, and to an extent user behavior,
changes from day to day.
In Figure 9, we present the number of days of appearance for REG and NRE BYOHs. As expected, REG BYOHs
appear more frequently than NRE BYOHs and most of the
NRE BYOHs show up on fewer than 8 days. In addition, we

see that 20 days seems to also be an important threshold
in this distribution, that aligns with users appearing more
than four days a week, every week, pointing to full-time
campus employees. This higher frequency of appearances of
REG BYOHs on campus networks results in a higher number of
IP lease requests to the DHCP server. In Table IV, we can see
that, in the categories of non-zero traffic BYOHs, the intensity
of IP requests from REG BYOHs is significantly larger (by
a factor of four) compared to that of NRE BYOHs. Table IV
shows similar results when comparing REG with NRE in zero
traffic BYOHs. Again, these observations can be helpful for
estimating and provisioning purposes. An NRE BYOH is more
likely to have a zero-traffic day, a term we use to describe a
day on which a BYOH is present but with no traffic activity.
In Figure 10, we see that the number of zero-traffic days in
most REG BYOHs is greater than 2, largely skewed towards
more days. This indicates that even non-zero traffic BYOHs do
not necessarily use the network every day they appear. This is
another opportunity for improving the efficiency of IP address
usage, assuming the ability to identify such days. REG BYOHs
exhibit more variable daily traffic behavior. In Figure 11, we
plot the distribution of the coefficient of variance of the daily
traffic volume for REG and NRE BYOHs. We see that roughly
58% of REG BYOHs have a coefficient larger than 1 (x = 1,
y = 0.42) which indicates high variability.
In summary, there are significant differences between the
behaviors of REG and NRE BYOHs. This suggests that: (a)
our classification can identify groups with distinct behaviors,
and (b) establishing different management policies can help
optimize resource utilization.
Using the H-M-L model for a deeper investigation:
Table V shows the thresholds that we identify using our H-ML based classification of BYOHs. In Table VI, we show the
distribution of non-zero traffic REG BYOHs (in percentages)
for all possible groups in these two dimensions. The table
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Google (22.09%)
Facebook (8.18%)
Amazon (7.25%)
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NTT (4.4%)

LH BYOHs
Google (21.09%)
Amazon (16.03%)
Level3 (12.15%)
LimeLight (9.24%)
Akamai (7.11%)

TABLE VII.
T OP 5 DOMAINS FOR HL AND LH BYOH S IN THE REG
GROUP ( PERCENTAGE IS THE TRAFFIC FRACTION OF TOTAL TRAFFIC FROM
THAT GROUP OF DEVICES ).

provides a quick and intuitive snapshot of the activity. For
example, we can identify a specific group of interest that we
want to monitor and analyze further, or we can observe a
surprising change in the size of a group. Such a change could
signal a new trend in the user base. For example, an increase
in the LH groups could indicate the emergence of a new highbandwidth application used by low-appearance users.
As a case-study of our model, we further analyze two of the
resulting groups. We find that 3% of REG BYOHs are in group
LH: low days of appearance and high daily average traffic. In
addition, 4% of REG BYOHs form group HL: high days of
appearance and low daily average traffic. These two groups
of BYOHs have rather counter-intuitive behaviors, which we
investigate next by examining the applications that these two
different groups use. To do that, we resolve the IP addresses to
domain names, as we do not have access to the HTTP headers.
In Table VII, we present the top five domain names for LH
and HL BYOHs. We observe that most of the traffic in either
group is with Google. This is not surprising, as Google is
one of the most frequently accessed web sites and Google
applications (e.g., Google Maps, Google Voice, Gmail) are
widely used by BYOHs. Similarly, Amazon’s cloud services
serve many popular smartphone applications (e.g., Hootsuite
and Foursquare). In the HL group, we can see that a sizable
fraction of traffic goes to Facebook and Twitter, which are the
most popular social network applications. Facebook typically
uses Akamai to serve sizable static content (e.g., video), and
uses its own servers to serve dynamic content directly (e.g.,
wall posts). However, in the LH group, a lot of traffic goes
to content delivery networks (CDNs), such as Limelight and
Akamai, that deliver large volume traffic (e.g., video). These
domain differences between LH and HL groups could explain
why LH devices generate a lot of traffic, while HL devices
do not. At the same time, it also provides an indication of the
interests of end-users in that group.
V.

R ELATED WORK

No prior efforts have focused on comprehensively understanding the behavior of individual BYOH on multiple
dimensions, with a view of BYOH management on campus
networks.

Campus network studies. Prior research on DHCP has
focused on studying and optimizing DHCP performance [27],
[35]; these are earlier studies, around 2007, when smartphones
and tablets were not widely used. A fingerprinting technique
was proposed to classify devices by type and to manage IP
lease time according to device type [17]. Here, we use a DHCP
point of view to capture the operational properties of BYOHs
in the protocol and control plane. Very few prior efforts focus
on BYOH management over campus WiFi networks, which is
our main focus here, and those efforts had largely different
goals, from the characterization of traffic [9], [33], network
performance [2] to mobility [26]. However, smartphones were
only widely adopted recently. Later, Afanasyev et al. [25]
indicated that the number of smartphone users significantly
increased in WiFi networks. Deshpande et al. [30] compared
the performance between 3G and WiFi networks and found
that significant benefits could be obtained through the hybrid
network design. Gember et al. [4] have studied the userperceived performance differences between handheld devices
and non-handheld devices(e.g., laptops) in campus networks.
They found that smartphones tend to have smaller flow size
and smaller range of flow durations. Chen et al. [36] have
studied the network performance of smartphones in campus
networks, focusing on delay and congestion. In contrast, we
focus on BYOH management from the point of view of
the network administrator and focus on individual BYOH
behavior, behavior-based profiles, which are not addressed in
the aforementioned studies.
General smartphone studies. In the broader area of
smartphone studies, several studies focus on general modeling
of wireless and smartphone traffic characterization focusing
on public WiFi, 3G cellular networks, or residential networks.
These studies do not look at the BYOH management problem
from the point of view of a network administrator. Falaki et.
al. [15] have analyzed network traffic from 43 smartphones
and focused on TCP transfer performance, network congestion,
and delay issues. The same group [16] also analyzes the
diversity of smartphone usage, e.g., user interactions with
devices and smartphone application usage patterns, in an effort
to improve network and energy usage. Maier et al. [12] have
analyzed smartphone traffic from the home, by analyzing DSL
line traces. Huang et al. [22] have studied smartphones on
3G networks, and focused on application performance issues.
Shafiq et al. [28] have studied the traffic of smartphones
as aggregated over backbone Internet links. Livelab [7] is a
measurement tool implemented on iPhones to measure iPhone
usage and different aspects of wireless network performance.
Sommers et al. [23] compare the performance of cellular
and WiFi in metropolitan areas. Gember et al. [3] developed
guidelines to accurately assess smartphone performance from
the perspective of in-context. PROTEUS was developed to passively collect network information and forecast future network
performance [31]. Qian et al. [11] investigated Redundancy
Elimination techniques to achieve the reduction of smartphone
traffic. Huang et al. [21] studied the impact of protocol and
application behaviors on the network performance based on a
large-scale LTE measurement. Nikravesh et al. [5] observed
significant performance differences of mobile devices across
different carriers, different access technologies, different geographic regions and over time. Erman et al. [20] investigated
the impact of large events, e.g., Super Bowl, on the resource

provision of wireless networks. Fukuda et al. [24] studied
the effectiveness of mobile traffic offloading in the wild. A
tool QoE Doctor was proposed to measure and analyze the
mobile app Quality of Experience, and better understand QoE
problems across multiple layers [32]. MAPPER was developed
to enforce management policies on diverse smartphones apps
[6].
VI.

C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Taking a network administrator’s point of view, the key
contribution of our work is B ROFILER, a systematic approach
for profiling the behavior of BYOHs along four dimensions:
(a) Protocol and Control Plane, (b) Data Plane, (c) Temporal
behavior, and (d) across dimensions using the H-M-L model by
considering the different levels of intensity in each dimension.
We arguably provide the first multi-dimensional study of BYOHs, which shows how our profiling can provide interesting
insights. Our work is a key step that could eventually lead
to a complete picture of BYOH behavior from the network
administrator’s perspective. In the future, we want to expand
B ROFILER to: (a) reveal more interesting behaviors, by introducing more metrics within each dimension, and (b) apply
our approach to address more BYOH-related management
problems under the guidance of network administrators.
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